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Introduction 
In the paper [1] the three-stepped unified representation of the traffic flow models based on the cel-
lular automata was introduced. This unified representation included three step types of the cellular au-
tomata work: velocity changing, validation and driving. The last step is always the driving step. Before 
this step there could be any number of velocity changing and the result velocity validation steps. 
In the paper [2] the way how the refactoring approach could be applied for several cellular automata 
traffic flow models was demonstrated. The goal of such refactoring was a unification of these models 
representation. In particular the multifactorial model representation that is described in the work [3] was 
reformed. The work algorithm of this model is much easier to analyze for the refactored representation 
than for the original one. This simplified analysis allows to identify steps which behavior could be im-
proved to achieve more realistic results of the modeling process. 
 
1. Model Environment and Notations 
Let’s assume that we have a two-dimensional matrix L, which consists of cells with a fixed length. 
M and N parameters determine the height (lanes number) and the weight (road length) of the matrix re-
spectively. At any given moment of time each cell can be empty or occupied by a vehicle. Each vehicle 
length could vary and be more or equal to one cell. 
Time  is a discrete quantity and has a step that equals to 1 second that is approximately a reaction 
time of an average driver. The i vehicle position determines by  и   variables where  is the traffic 
lane and  is the cell number on that traffic lane. 
Velocity  is measured in cells passed during the time step which is 1 second. 
Hereinafter in the article the following notations are used: 
 – current time step of the automaton work; 
− 1 – previous time step of the automaton work; 
 – returns velocity of the i vehicle; 
 – returns distance from the i vehicle to the leader; 
 – maximally allowed velocity of the vehicles; 
  – velocity that is maximally allowed by a Rules of the Road; 
( ) – maximum velocity of the vehicle that is limited by its technical characteristics; 
– recommended velocity according to the vehicle position; 
 – random value that is distributed equally; 
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 – probability of the slow-to-start rule triggering; 
 – limit distance when the slow-to-start rule is still applicably; 
 – probability of the spatial anticipation rule triggering; 
 – limit distance when the spatial anticipation rule is still applicably; 
 – sign that the stop-light is on; 
 – determines if a full stop of the vehicles is allowed. 
 
2. Transition to Adaptive Deceleration Step 
2.1. Original Model Representation 
Let’s list the representation of the multifactorial model that was obtained in the paper [2]. 
1. Acceleration 
if ( ) <  and ( − 1) = 0 and ( − 1) ≤ , 
then ( ) = 0,                      (1) 
else ( ) = ( − 1) + 1. 
2. Deceleration 
( ) = 0, 
if ( ) <  and ( − 1) > 0 and ( − 1) > 0 and ( − 1) ≤   
and ( ( − 1) = 1 or ( − 1) < ( − 1)),               (2) 
then ( ) = ( − 1), ( ) = 1, 
if ( ) > ( − 1) then ( ) = 1. 
3. Random deceleration 
if ( ) <  then ( ) = ( ) − 1.                  (3) 
4. Validation of the recommended and the maximally allowed by the Rules of the Road velocities 
exceeding 
( ) = min ( ( ),  ( − 1), ( − 1)).              (4) 
5. Velocity exceeding 
if ( ) <  and ( − 1) =  ( − 1),  
then ( ) = ( − 1) + 1.                   (5) 
6. Validation of the maximally allowed velocity exceeding 
( ) = min ( ( ), , ( )).                  (6) 
7. Validation of the negative velocity 
if ( ) < 0 then ( ) = 0.                   (7) 
8. Validation of the full stop 
if ( ) = 0 and =  then ( ) = 1.                (8) 
9. Validation of the leader vehicle impact 
if ( ) > ( − 1) then ( ) = ( − 1).                (9) 
10. Driving 
( ) = ( − 1) + ( ).                 (10) 
The represented model aggregates the classical unidirectional multilane driving model, the slow-to-
start rule [4], the spatial anticipation rule [5], random velocity exceeding and also limits of the maximum 
velocity ( ,  , ( ), ). 
 
2.2. Introduction of Adaptive Deceleration Step 
Considerable disadvantage of this model is the deceleration step. The main reason of this is the fact 
that the velocity deceleration to the leader velocity occurs instantly and only within the  distance.  
Also it’s possible that the next vehicle decreased its velocity but it’s still faster than the i vehicle 
and in this case we would have unwanted velocity adaptation up to the next vehicle velocity with  
signal on. 
Formally this model uses the stop signal , but actually it isn’t the classical stop signal during a de-
celeration. It’s in some way an analog which for this model signalized about the velocity adaptation up 
to the next vehicle velocity. 
In this particular situation it seems efficient and not so difficult to modernize this model by a revi-
sion of the deceleration step. The main task here is the implementation of an adequate deceleration in 
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response to the leader vehicle stop signal. From the real traffic point of view it would be an analog of  
the progressive deceleration with the smooth distance decreasing to the leader vehicle. 
Let’s introduce a notation , which would denote the velocities difference between the i vehicle 
and the next vehicle. 
= ( ) − ( ).                  (11) 
To be able to calculate the number of the time steps for which the leader vehicle impact is impossi-
ble we need to divide the distance to the leader  on the velocities difference  and round it down. 
Let’s introduce a function , which returns the number of time steps without conflicts. 
= ( )
( )
.                    (12) 
Now when we know the distance to the leader , the number of time steps without conflicts  
and the fact that the current velocity won’t be changed we can calculate how much should we decrease 
the velocity in the current time step to be able to decrease the velocity up to the leader one for the  
time steps. This velocity deceleration could be calculated as a relation of the velocities difference 
( − 1) to the number of time steps without conflicts ( − 1). 
( )
( )
.                     (13) 
Thus velocity changing for the deceleration step could be formulated in the following way: 
( ) = ( − 1) −
( )
( )
.               (14) 
In this case  is the coefficient of the deceleration aggressiveness. 
As a whole now the deceleration step would be formulated in the following way: 
if  ( ) <  and ( − 1) ≤  and ( ( − 1) = 1  
or ( − 1) > 0) and 0 < ( − 1) < ,            (15) 




In this case  is the upper limit of the number of time steps without conflicts above which  
the deceleration is devoid of sense. 
Besides changing of the new velocity formula as a reaction on the leader deceleration redundant 
checks of non-zero velocities were removed. 
Now we need to notify the vehicle behind about the fact that the velocity was decreased comparing 
to the previous time step. 
Let’s add a new notification step that would signal that the stop signal is on: 
if ( ) < ( − 1), 
then ( ) = 1,                    (16) 
else ( ) = 0. 
On the example of this step which in fact notify other drivers about the velocity decreasing there 
could be introduced a new common step type for the traffic flow models based on the cellular automata 
theory. The new step type unites notification and signalization steps which could be used for information 
exchange modeling among the motoring public. In this paper the stop signal notification step 
represented. Also it seems viable to investigate a possibility of performing notifications about the inten-
tion to change the traffic lane and waiting for a response from other vehicles. 
As the result of the new step type introduction the three-stepped unified representation of the cellu-
lar automata traffic flow models is transformed to the four-stepped one. The result steps list would be 
the following: velocity changing, validation, notification and driving. 
 
Conclusion 
In this article on the example of the refactored representation of the unidirectional multilane multi-
factorial traffic flow model the deceleration step was completely refined. The number of time steps 
without conflicts  and the coefficient of the deceleration aggressiveness  were introduced. Also 
the formula (14) was introduced. This formula allows to decrease the velocity smoothly in the response 
to the deceleration of the leader but only within the decision making interval. The response velocity de-
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celeration has a stochastic nature and it won’t be made at all if there are enough time steps without con-
flicts according to the  parameter. 
Besides the deceleration step logic changing the  signal meaning was changed. In particular  
the transition from the pseudo stop signal modeling to the real one was made. Also the reaction on  
the stop signal was modeled. 
On the example of the stop signal the new fourth step type was added to the unified representation 
of the traffic flow models based on the cellular automata. It is the notification (signalization) step type. 
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Рассмотрено продолжение работы автора в области математических моделей транспорт-
ных потоков на основе теории клеточных автоматов. На примере переработанного представ-
ления многофакторной модели транспортных потоков на основе теории клеточных автоматов  
представлена реализация шага адаптивного торможения, который в случае торможения впе-
реди едущего транспортного средства позволяет снижать скорость плавно, а не мгновенно. 
Введены понятия количества тактов без конфликта и коэффициента агрессивности торможе-
ния. Также в статье на примере стоп-сигнала сформулирован новый тип шагов для моделей на 
основе клеточного автомата, который объединяет шаги оповещения и сигнализации. Новый 
тип шагов расширяет концепцию трёхступенчатого унифицированного представления мате-
матических моделей транспортных потоков на основе клеточного автомата, которая была 
сформулирована в предыдущей работе автора. 
Ключевые слова: моделирование, транспортный поток, клеточный автомат, дорожное 
движение, адаптивное торможение, формализация. 
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